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Abstract The electrical conductivities in two orthopyrox巴neand two garnet 
single crystals ar日 measuredin the temperature range of 600 to 1200'K. EI巴ctrical
conductivities σof orthopyroxene and garnet single crystals can be expressed by 
σ=σ"0 exp (~E/KT) 
where E isthe activation enεrgy， K Boltzman constant，σ。thepre-exponential factor， 
and T absolute temperatur己 Theactivation en巴rgyof two orthopyr・oxenewith 
approximately the same ferrosilit巴 cont芭ntis 1.0士 0.1eV and that of two garnets 
with different almandine content is 1.5士 0.1e V.The electrical cunductiviti日sof 
garnet single crystals largely depend on Fe content; the logarithm of conductivity in 
garnet increases linearly with increasing almandin己 content.Slight anisotropy of 
electrical conductivity in orthopyr・oxeneseems to be present; howev邑r，any tendency 
relating to the lattice orientation was not discovered 
1. Introductl.on 
Recently， the several electrical conductivity structure models in the upper mantle 
have been estimated from the observed electromagnetic induction (RIKITAKE， 1969; 
PARKER， 1970; PORATH， 1971; BANKS， 1972; LAUNAY， 1974). 
A comparison of the electrical conductivity estimated from observation with that 
determined in the laboratory will yield further information about chemical composition 
and rriineralogical constitution in the upper mantle. Recently the electrical conductivity 
of olivine， the most abundant mineral in the upper mantle， has been studied by 
KOBAYASHI and MARUYAMA (1971) and DUBA (1972). Orthopyroxene and garnet are the 
second important constituent minerals in the upper mant1e. The conductivity of two 
garnet single crystals has been measured by MlZUTANI and KANAMORI (1967). However， the 
nature of electrical conductivity in orthopyroxene and garnet， especially the effect of 
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chemical is not understood. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the new 
the effect of chemicaI on the electrical 
data and to 
of these rock-forrning 
minerals. 
2. Experiment 
Brief dεεof and garnet are listed in TGble L 
Tabl日L Thξdescription of the spεClm巴口呂ndthe measur巴delectrical 
conductivity from 600 to 12000K 
Specimen 。ccurr日ncε Chemical Lattic巴 Pre-expODεntial 
lnumber and composrC1on constants 。riεntation factor 0-0 
locaJ.ity (mol日%) (.A) (10-2 Q-l cm-1) 
Broロzite1 unkown En 85.5 30=18.27 [100J 5.05 
Fs 14.0 boニ 8.86 [OlOJ 4.40 
Wo 0.5 co= 5.20 [OOlJ 6.79 
Isl. iVHyake， En 83.0 
]apan Fs 14.7 29.4 
'Wo 2.2 
¥01 ada pass1 Sp 60 
Japan 1-¥140 1.54 
2 A.ssociat吋 Py 70.7 
with diatr巴日1e AI 16.6 
rocks， Gr 13.0 491 
Buhell Park， Sp 1.3 
Arizona.. U. S. A 
En : enstatite， Fs : ferosilit日， W 0 : wollastonite， Sp : spessartite， Al : almanc1ine， 
Py: pyrope， Gr : grossularite. 
The cnenlIcal were dεtermined elεctron 









to axes. The sur向cesof the 
were polished flaL 1n the casεof rεmammgεs of orthopyroxene and 
the orientations were not considered in i:he present eXjコeriment.The 
of specimens is a plate with two opposing flat faces instεad of a 
Both日ndsof parallel surfaces of the or of 'che specimens 
were coated with silver paste to which wires were attached for electric 
leads. The electrical resistance of the specim臼18was measured means of 3. vacuum 
tube vo!tmeter and a D四C.Wheatstone's brid配 inargon or nitrogen gas. 1n order to 
prevent the effect of 
the voltage of 
D. C. current， rnost measurements were made 
wave form with a period of 0.1 to 0.5 sec. The 
temperature of the specimen was measured C-A thermocouples. 



























Log σversus 103/T for orthopyroxene (bronzite) 1 and 2. Fig. 1 
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of the absolute 
of the elεctrical 01 thε iS 
linεin thεrange of700 to 12COoK. the electrical σIS 
the 
σ=σ" exp 
where E is the activation energy，ぴ'0the factory I{ Boltzrnan cor}stant~ 
and T absolute The :.mmerical values of activation energy E and 
1actorσo are calculated and shown in Table 1. 




is very small as o!ivine 
The two soecimens of measured have the sarn.e content8 of 
ferrosilite molεcule and the 8ma11 difference in contεnts of vwll伝説。lite
molecuJe It lS found that theεlectrical 色s for the two 
orthopyroxenes 'Nith the same 2errosilite contents have almost thεsame 
valuεs in the temperature nmgεof 600 to 120001(. 
Ga:rnet 
The of the electrical in the two garnet with 
different conmosition is of the ahsolute temperature in 
of the elεctrical of tl:le specimens is represented a 
straight line as in The numerical values of activation energy E and 
fadorσo are calculated ar;d shovm in Table 1。
the two of garnet hav♂ the differeIヨtchemical 
the values of activation energy E are the same valuεs， The eiectrical 
of a garnet with almandine content mole %) is than that 
of a garnet with lm;ver almandine content mole in the range of 700 
to 1200"1仁
Fig， 2 also shows the of the electrical conductivities between the 
results and those by MIZUTANI and KANAMORI (1967). The activation energy of the 
results is slightly different from that of IVhzuTANI and KANAMORI The electrical 
conductivities for the garnets with the same almandine content have the almost same 
values， while the electrical conductivity increases with increasing almandine content. It 
is shown in Fig. 3 that the of electrical conductivities at constant 
increases linearly with increasing almandine content. An empirical relation is given a 
formula: 
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Fig.2 Log σversus 103/T for garnet single crystals. 
A: 50 % almandine by MlZUTANI and KANAMORI (1967) 
B: 40 % almandine by MlZUTANI and KANAMORI (1967) 
C : garnet 1. 40 % almandine. 
D: garn巴t2. 16.7 % almandine. 
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+ O.06C 
whεre C is almo.ndine mole %。
As shown we conciude that the electrical in garnet crystal 
is strongly coni:rolled the Fe content as in olivine crystal and 
1971)， and the of electrical conductivities of these minerals 
increases with increasing the Fe content. 
ぴニ + 16.82x 
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Electrical conductivity of garn邑tat constant tempεrature as a 
Iunction of almandine mole %. 
Fig.3 
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